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An SJS professor has accused
state college administrators of encouraging the hiring of student
instructors to teach classes that
should be taught by more experienced professors, and the overloading of other professors with teaching units.
"I’m accusing the chancellor’s
office of exploiting the faculty
labor problem," Dr. Theodore Balgooyen, professor of speech, said
Friday.
RELIEVE DEMAND
"You relieve the demand for
teachers when you hire students to
teach. These individuals do not
have the training or experience
to teach classes ordinarily assigned
to faculty members." These person.s, he said, have no qualifications for teaching beyond a B.A
degree.
Dr. Balgooyen, president of the
SJS chapter of the Association of
California State College Professors
(ACSCP), drew up and submitted
to the college Academic Council
an ACSCP reslution requesting
the appointment of a committee
to investigate SJS’ hiring of parttime instructors.
LOW WAGES
"If student assistants can be
hired for low wages to do the job
of regularly qualified faculty, there
is not much point in raising salaries
to attract and hold qualified professors," Dr. Balgooyen added.
In his charge of faculty unit
overloads, he said, "The normal
teaching load at San Jose State
is 12 units, but we have some
part-time instructors teaching 15."
This charge has been denied
by Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, dean of
the college.

Mustang Talk Set
"Concept of the Shelby GT350"
will be the topic of Charles R.
Cantwell, project manager, GT350
project, Shelby Americtur Incorporated at a meeting of the MidCalifornia Section of the Society
of Automotive Engineers ’Tuesday,
Dec. 7 at 8 p.m.
Films depicting the development
and testing of the racing modification of Ford Mustang will be
shown during the meeting. One of
the Ford Mustangs will be on
display.

Students receising benefit% under Public Law 634 (War
Orphans) should file souchers
for November in the Registrar’s Office, ADM102 window
No. 9.
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Prof Blasts
State College
Hiring Policy

Request Voucher

’Make It Funny’

Another Draft Story
By RICH THAW
Spartan Daily Saigon(?)
Corespondent
Says the Editor:
"Thaw, write another story
on the draft. lalake it humorous.
Another draft story. A funny
draft story. After four news
stories and three features on
the draft, he wants another
funny story. The assignments
I getbe funny about auto accidents, disease and the draft
The feature is to be written
in a humorous vein, but my vein
has been somewhat ruptured.
This morning’s mail included
two bills, an invitation to join
a church, an advertisement for
a chrome-plated nasal hair
puller (with optional adapter
for navel operation) and a message from Uncle Sam (with
posible adaption to a Naval
Operation).

"You are hereby ordered for
induction into the Armed Forces
of the United States, and to report at 1654 The Alameda, San
Jose, California, on Dec. 15,
1965 at 6 a.m. (morning).
The State Bar of California
suggests that before entering
the Servic e, you do these
things: Prepare or revise your
will. Execute and record power
of attorney. Arrange to pay
your debts. Be sure your beneficiaries are correct on life
insurance."
Yes sir, real material for a
humorous feattue.
This material is so rich in
humor that I laughed all the
way to the College Registrar’s
office, where I proceeded mast
grimly to fight this thing. My
feature will bring the house
amen when I relate how I was
told that the request for a 1-S

(c) deferment "might be ow
in the afternon mailing."
The opening to the featur,
story might be "A funny thin.
happened to me on the way t,
Viet Narn."
How can one be funny when
he’s praying?
Within reach irr ’66 is a degree that seems to take priority
over immediate military commitment under the statutory’
1-S (c) deferment.
One can only hope that it is
processed through the complicated machinery before the induction date.
The editor wants a funny
story. If I’m drafted, he’ll probably want me to be the Far
Eastern correspondent for the
Spartan Daily.
Then he’ll tell me to make
it humorous.

AIMOMEMAI1.1Par

Dr. Sperling Blasts
Kerr for Remarks
Dr. John Sperling, SJS assistant
professor of humanities, has accused University of California Pres.
Clark Kerr of "monopolistic behavior."
The charge was leveled Friday
by Dr. Sperling, president of the
College Council of the California
Federation of Teachers, in response
to Dr. Kerr’s recent charge that
the state colleges are "dragging
their feet" in converting to the
year-round quarter system
At the Nov. 23 meeting of the
State Coordinating Council for
Higher Education, Pres. Kerr accused the state colleges of not
moving ahead promptly enough.
IJNIVERSITY TO CONVERT
He explained that the university
already has undertaken to convert
to the quarter system next fall
and has set dates for all its cam-

Clergy’s ’Peace on Earth’ Forum
Echoes ’Down With Nationalism’
Friday afternoon’s Seventh
Street Forum echoed a call of
’’down with nationalism" as five
clergymen and various students
discussed "Peace on Earth," theme
of the forum sponsored by Christians for Social Action.
The Rev. Mark Rutledge, United
Church of Christ carnptts pastor,
denounced Pres. Johnson’s request
that made Nov. 28 a Natiorud Day
of Prayer for Anti-Communist
Forces" as an attempt to use God
in furthering the U.S.’ national
purpose.
The Rev. Rutledge vocalized a
response of 20 San Francisco Presbyterian ministers in saying. "We
must pray for both friends and
enemies. We should not beseech
God for our own purposes."
Father Thomas Fry from St.
Maria Goretti Church in San Jose
suggested for a peace effort that
non-violence be applied internationally.

He said a non-violent march with
Jacqueline Kenned y, Nikita
Khrushchev’s wife, Pope Paul,
Martin Luther King and other
figures carrying international prestige would bring cognizance of
the trouble spots to the conscience
of the world.
He agreed with the Pope in
saying the evils of today are nationalism, militarism, and racism.

Father Laurent Largente, CSA
’adviser, told the small gathering
on Seventh Street that man is the
paramount value in life and any
peace negotiations should carry the
idea of man as the individual.
The Roman Catholic Chaplain
continued, "It is time to get rid
of false propaganda among nations; we should stop nationalistic,
war mongering campaigns."

’Step’ to the Moon

GT6 To Meet GT7
Next Monday astronauts Walter
Schirra and Thomas Stafford will
be fired spaceward in Gemini 6 to
rendevous with Gemini 7.
Gemini 7 blasted off successfully Saturday and began orbiting
the globe on its world record setting 14 days in space.

GT7 astronauts Frank Borman
and James Lovell are reported doing well.
If the GT6-GT7 meeting in space
is successful, space officials report, an important hurdle will
have been overcome in the race
to the moon.

The Rev. Roy Hoch, Lutheran
campus pastor, also condemned
Pres. Johnson’s "National Prayer
Day" as WI effort "to baptize a
national cause."
On the topic of peace in Viet
Nam, The Rev. George "Shorty"
Collins, pastor of the American
Baptist Church, recommended that
(1) the U.S. stop bombing North
and South Viet Nam. (2) follow
"feelers" for peace negotiations.
(3) sponsor free elections, (4)
have the U.N. police the area,
(5) send extensive economic aid
through the U.N.
Pete Ellis, student moderator of
the forum, urged freedom to travel.
"I think we should have the right
to travel in Cuba and Red China,
to spread international conununnication. We have to get rid of
this nationalistic feeling."
Dave Rapp, SJS student from
the Newman Center, spoke on the
key to individual inner peace
through freedom of concern and
commitment and absence of apathy.

puses to institute sununer programs.
Gov. Edmund Brown echoed the
accu.sation and expressed "disappointment that the California
State Colleges do not seem to be
meeting their cornmitment as
promptly as the University."
DID NOT ASK
In a letter to Gov. Brown, the
Board of Trustees and Chancellor
Glenn S. Durnlce reasserted that
the state colleges have not asked
for a time extension and that all
18 state colleges will be on the
quarter system by 1975 as originally planned.
"Obviously, in terms of numbers
alone, the problem of conversion
for the state colleges is twice as
difficult as is the problem for
the turiversity," the letter said.
The state colleges have 157,000
students on 18 campuses compared
to the university enrollment of
79,000 9p nine campuses.
Dr. Sperling said that the AFT
has commended Chancellor Dumke
and the Trustees for talcing such
a stand on this matter. "The Cats
lege Council reaffirms our willingness to sit down with the administration and Trustees to discuss the quarter system proposal."
"lf, after all facts are in, the
plan makes good sense education-

ally, we will support it. If it does
not, we will insist on changes or
oppose it. We certainly will not
be stampeded by Pres. Kerr into
acceptance of a ha.stily conceived
scheme."
The SJS professor added that
"Kerr’s latest pressure move is
further proof that he intends to
impose permanent second-class status on the state colleges."
"It is sheer hypocrisy for Dr.
Kerr to talk about the need for
economy in the state colleges while
his system enjoys favored treatment by the Legislature He insists on the best for the University of California but asks the
state colleges to process more students at lower cost with no asstd.ance that educational standards
will not suffer."

Tickets Available
Tickets to the Eugene Istornin
piano concert, scheduled Friday at
8:15 p.m in Concert Hall, are
available at the Student Affairs
Business Office.
The concert, third in ASB Spartan Programs Committee’s Invitation to the Arts Series, is free
to students and faculty and $1.50
for general admission.

Student To Discuss
Objections to Draft
Richard Epstein, SJS graduate
student, will discuss "Humanists
and Conscientious Objection" tonight at 7:30 in CH149.
The talk is sponsored by Humanists on Campus (HOC).
Epstein, who heads a counseling
service on campus for conscientious objectors, burned his draft
card on Seventh Street last spring
as a public protest.
He is presently classified 1-0
which is "a con.scientious objector
available for civilian work contributing to maintenance of national
health, safety or interest."
Epstein will discuss why he is
a conscientious objector and what

the law says about objectors. He
will also explain the history of
draft systems of the U.S. and
other countries.
The graduate student stated that
laws concerning conscientious objectors have become more liberal
in recent years but are still too
strict for humanists and others
who do not believe in a supreme
being.
Epstein is graduate representative to Student Council, president
of the Student Peace Union, and
member of the American Civil Liberties Union.
He recently participated in the
Tau Delta Phi Open End Forum
on "The Draft."

Aid to GI Families

Folksinger’s Remark Spurs Greek Effort
Folksinger Glenn Yarbrough, in
a casual rermtrk made at San
Francisco International Airport
several weeks ago, unwittingly
spurred an all-out effort by the
SJS Theta Chi fraternity to aid
the families of American service-

1

men killed or injured
Viet Nam.
The ultimate result of the remark came when Theta Chi announced last week that proceeds
from the 14th annual All-Greek
Show to be held at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Civic Auditoriumwill
gn to a special list of servicemen’s

Campus Calendar
TODA
Gilroy High School visitation 9 a in - 2 30 p
Basketball SJS at Stanford.

m,

TOMORROW
Spartan Shields 6 p.m. (pledges) Cafeteria B.
6:15 p.m. (actives)
Cafeteria A.
Circle "K" 1:30 p.m.
College Union.
WEDNESDAY
College Play "The Dybbuk" 8:15 p.m. College Theater.
Co-Rec 7:30 -9:45 p.m.
Women’s Gym.
THURSDAY
Forum: Merrill Mueller
"On the Moon" 10:30 a.m.
Concert Hall.
College Play "The Dybbuk"
8:15 p.m.
College Theater.
11.

FRIDAY
Invitation to the Arts Concert Eugene Istomin 8:15 p.m.
Concert Hall.
College Play
"The Dybbuk" 8:15 p.m.
College Theater’.

families now being prepared by a
Red Cross worker.
Yarbrough, in a conversation
with Theta Chi Tom Volz, senior
in liberal arts and a pa.ssenger
agent at San Francisco International Airport, remarked that the
Greeks are always working for
themselves and should try doing
something for someone else.
Volz, in turn, revealed the suggestion to the Theta Chi executive
committee which was planning the
All-Greek Show. The plan "to help
someone else" came to center on
the Viet Nam issue when Volz
asked a military representative at
the airport to contact the Oak
Knoll Naval Hospital.
RED CROSS HELPS
Cmdr. Albert Schwab, administrative officer at the hospital, assigned Miss Joan Matthews, Red
Cross director, to work with Theta
Chi in the disbursement of funds
in accordance with financial needs.
Gil Lowry and Frank Maguire,
co-chairmen for the upcoming All Greek Show, released a statement
which read: "In view of the pressing conflict in Viet Nam which
has claimed the lives of a substantial number of young men and
left many others Seriotuily wound-

ed, it is the hope of all involved
in the production of this show
that we may be repaying those
who have given by giving to those
who remain the most enjoyable
Christmas possible."
GREEKS ’UNITED’
Lowry said that the fraternities
and sororities have "united behind
the cause. We’re helping ourselves," he added, "by helping
others."
Referring to past criticism of the
Greek system, Lowry said that an
indirect purpose of the show would
be "to show non-Greeks that there
is something to the Greek system."
In emphasizing the main purpose
of the program, the chairmen have
adopted the theme: "A great show
. . an even greater cause."
Some 400 performers
representing five sororities and five
fraternities -- will perform in the
ten -act variety program. Theta
Chl hopes to raise $2,000 in proceeds.
Tickets for the show are available at the Student Affairs Business Office, in front of the Spartan Bookstore, Mosher’s Ltd., and
the Theta Chi house. 123 S. Ilth
St. for $1 per person and OM
per couple.

All -Greek Show

’o by 8,11 Leonard
Gil Lowry (on the ladder), director of the 14th annual All -Greek
Show to be held at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Civic Auditorium,
goes over defails of the script with his co-chairman Frank Maguire. The first full rehearsal of the show was held last night at
Civic Auditorum.
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‘Never-Ending
News Dispute’

IPA RTAN DA I LY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Editor

......... _ SCOTT MOORE

By TONI MEAD
"The most certain fact about freedoi
of information is that the fight to maiiitai
it is never-emling.
These are the words whieh open th
report of the 1965 Sigma Delta Chi A(
iancement of Freedom of Informatio
Committee.
’rhe FOI committee of SI/X. nation(
professional journalistic society, is th
wateltdog of free access to informatim
and at SJS, local chapter of Sigma
Chi reaffirmed its belief in freedom c
information by going on record Thursda
opposing the closed door policy of th
Financial Advisory Board FAB).

Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

Editorial Comment

Polls Back Involvement
Just what DO most college students
feel about .S. involvement in the
Viet Nam war? Because of well -publicized student activity opposing U.S.
policy, it has been nearly impossible
to accurately judge the opinions of the
whole college population. Many persons actually belie% e the Viet protests
reflect a good majority of student
opinion.
In the last week, however, three
different student opinion polls from
entirely unrelated sources have been
cotnpleted. Their findings are remarkable because of their amazing similarity. Each of the surveys found that
75-80 per cent of college students sttpport IT.S. policy in Viet Nam.
The polls were conducted by Playboy magazine, Moderator magazine,
and pollster Samuel Lubell. Each of
the surveys was conducted independently of the others, using normal scientific techniques.
Playboy, in the first of a series of
monthly campus polls, discovered that
82 per cent of students support the
administration’s policies. This poll

225 campuses and a representativ e sampling of 1,000 students.
Moderator. a national magazine
aimed at college students, reports its
national sampling showed 80 per cent
of those students questioned support
U.S. actions in Viet Nam. The magazine polled a sampling of 900 of its
30,000 college readers.
Finally, Samuel Lubell interviewed
students on three New York City catnpuses. There is little doubt, he says,
"that the whole anti -draft agitation
has fizzled." Ile found that 75 per cent
of the students interv iewed "support
our policy in Viet Nam."
It also is interesting to note that
Playboy’s poll showed that recent protests reflect the attitude of only 5 per
cent of the nation’s students.
The small protest fringe will continue its noisy dissent, but its argument
is becoming increasingly hollow and
illogical. The U.S. must, and will, stay
in Viet Nam until a just and honorable
peace can be attained. We solidly place
ourselves with the v ast majority of
American college students in supporting U.S. policies in Viet Nam.
cov ers

Clubs Boost Rapport
"Spartaguide," Spartan Daily calendar of events, offers a daily wealth of
challenges for students who participate
in the wide variety of social, service,
honor, sports, religious and political
dubs on campus.
Students mit yet involved in these
extra-curricular bonuses are encouraged to explore the friendly contacts,

scholarship incentives, recreation opportunities and professional insights
which campus organizations offer.
Special credit goes to the faculty advisers and student officers who devote
extra time to arrange provocative programs which double the returns on our
investment in education. Regular meeting attendance will assure club life and
purposes.

Guest Room

Protester Loses Money
EDITOR’S NOTE. The following is an open statement from Dr. Albert L. Porter. associate professor
of business, in the Business Management Department, charging he has been refused reimbursement for travel expenses and has been subjected
to ".. . every means of reprisal ..." to deter
him from criticizing the Business Division.

It is my opinion that I am being illegally refused reimbursement for travel and
other expenses incurred in my continuing
professional and development program,
most recently for my trip Friday Nov. 12,
1965, to the Commonwealth Club of California’s San Francisco luncheon meeting,
where the University of California’s new
Berkeley Chancellor, Roger Heyns, spoke
on "University Tradition and Social
Change."
The administration’s stated reason for
refusing travel reimbursement is that my
classes are not adequately covered during
my campus absence, since I use -- without
having been given permission therefore
the individual conference approach in my
management classes, rather than the traditional group lecture -discussion method.
In my judgment, this stated reason is
a pretext masking the administration’s
true position. which is that my continuing
protests at the inadequate professional
standards in this anachronistic, nonaccredited business school, and my proposals for
its fundamental reorganization and professionalisstion. most be silenced, and an
example be set to deter any like-minded
colleagues eho ntight join in these protests and proposals. bv MIN and MP’ Y
means of reprisal, including refusal of

irael reisidnir.ement, withholding of promotion, fabrietition of grievance charges to
be brought against me, and so on.
If such a pattern of administration
action does exist, it would seem to constitute a violation of the California State
College Master Plan, which calls for a high
level of excellence. and provides for the
support of qualified faculty and students
in the attainment of such academic excellence. Such violation would seem to he
an offense against the students of this
college and against the people of the State
of California. Unfortunately, no avenue
now exists, to my knowledge, by which a
member of the academie community can
present documented argument in confidence that there will be a proper hearing
in the traditions of western parliamentary
d(mocracy.
Thus at this time I merely advise the
academic community of my views in this
matter. I estimate that the total penalty
to myself and nty family has thus far
approximated .$150 in refused travel expenses, and $15,000 salary loss due to nonpromotion. I still agree with Paul Woodring that the opportunity is there, for
state colleges to educate for excellence:
hut one is forced also to agree with Bernard Baum, the problems are enormous.
Considering the benefits to society once
my own field of business management is
the temporary administraliheraied f
tive repressions, however. the effort must
intensify
I plan to
not be slackened

my own.

CHAPTER RESOLUTION

"I tried to organize a ’get-out-of-Viet Nam’ march
in Peking ... What are you in for...?"

Thrust and Parry

Assistance Appreciated
Theta Chi Welcomes
Greek Show Publicity
Editor:
I would like to express Theta Chi fraternity’s deepest gratitude for the efforts you
have put forth in publicizing the All-Greek
Show. This is the first year that the Spartan
Daily has given Theta Chi and the Greek
system as a whole such a hand. Your help
is greatly appreciated.
James H. Volz
President, Gamma xi Chapter

CER Requests Assist
For ASII Reform Job
Editor:
The movement to recall ASB Pres. John
Hendricks has collapsed. This is a turn for
the better, I think, and it is commendable
that the leaders of the recall recognized their
efforts were unrealistic.
Although I did not support the recall
(because I did not feel it to be justified),
I nevertheless feel the concern of the SRH
students with their student government is
to be commended.
Collegians for Educational Responsibility
(CER) would like to extend an invitation to
SRH leaders Perry Kneisel and Richard Pattenaude and all students interested in improving the SJS campus to join with CER
in channeling such efforts in positive and
creative ways. The recall was too negative
to ever succeed. A positive carnpaign, say,
to revise ASB procedures possibly would have
gotten somewhere.
It is not for lack of interest, but for lack

SJS in Retrospect
5 YEARS AGO
SJS campus was plagued with a tree-falling
epidemic as three elms fell on automobiles
in the dormitory area during stormy weather.
Grounds crew members theorized the trees
were short-rooted but waged a vigorous
pruning campaign.
SPUR, sophomore women’s service organization collected toys and food donations for
families of prisoners.
Senior spartan gridders, Mike Jones and
Claire Appledoorn were selected by the Oakland Raiders in early rounds of the American
Football League draft.
10 TEARS AGO
The California Athletic Association, reduced
to three members after the withdrawl of Los
Angeles State and Santa Barbara College,
yesterday voted to extend invitations to join
the league to San Jose state and three other
colleges.
President John T. Wahiquist, chairman of
the Athletic Committee of the Council of
State College Presidents, said yesterday he
would confer with members of the committee
"immediately" to find out what the reactions
of the presidents are,
15 TEARS AGO
With morning war headlines from Korea
fresh in their minds. students and faculty
lined up early to break a national collegiate
record for contributions to blood drives.
The college’s little Theater presented Clifford Odet’s classic tragedy, "Golden 13oy."
in two performances.
ASB President Dave Down said SJS would
offer to pay far the rivalry damages, including a painted Hoover Tower, at Stanford although he blamed younger culprits for the

mess.

of numbers that CER thus far has been
unable to study and propose reforms in the
area of student government. CER hopes
would-be reformers will cooperate with CER
in finding effective and responsible methods
of studying and working for reforms.
Al Mason
A9595
President of CER

’Book Drive Success
Shows Positive Goal’
Editor:
This note is in appreciation of your recent
efforts to aid the Semper Fidelis Society in
its drive to collect books for United States
servicemen in Viet Nam. Through your help
and that of other interested groups and individuals, we were able to reach a total of
8,000 books.
Our objective is to show a positive concept toward our men abroad and at the same
time give them tangible evidence that not
all students are card-burners and radical
demonstrators.
Soon many of our members will be fulfilling a duty with the U.S. Marine Corps and
of those, many will be in Viet Nam. So with
gratitude we thank you for your activities in
this program which will make our vital task
more meaningful.
Robert A. Berns, A9276
SI Officer
Stephen F. Coons, A2I70
President, Semper Fidells

t
’The chapter stated in a resolor
be presented to SJS President Robert I
Clark, the Academic Council and menthe’
of FAB, that the closed door meetings c
FAB represent a threat to the democrati
process.
It further added that the student hod
has a BIGHT TO KNONX what goes o
On FAB) concerning the allocation c
ASB funds.
FAB is responsible for some $330,00
in ASB funds. It is a quasi -public gron
which does not admit the press to it
meetings.
I /1.: XI AL VIOLATES
The denial of newsmen to FAB mee
ings is a blatant violation of the publie
right to know.
Although formal decisions of this Om
are publicly released, actual deliberatioi
are secret.
The college community is kept in th
(lark over proceedings of FAB. Too oftet
a financial request is turned down withot
the public knowing why.
PUBLIC CORPORATION
The ASB is a public corporation spent.
ing money taken out of fees paid by sit
dents.
Yet, when these fees are vonsidered
use by the ASB through requests to VAF
the same tax-paying students are denie
information concerning such allocation,
Access to full information on such f
nancial matters is the right of each studen
Formal results of the board’s action
helpful. but how can the tax-paying sit
dent judge vtliether such allocations *
just until all the facts are made public
NO LONGER HIDE
FAB can no longer hide behind elose
doors. By virtue of its secret meeting,
freedom of the public’s right to know
being made a mockery.
Its clandestine atmosphere is outrageou
and contemptible.
Students at SJS can no longer tolerat
the "we approve or disapprove" informe

tion coming from FAB. It must know why

Guest Editorial

Catalog Consideration
With the quarter system catalog out,
the new plan is slated to begin operations
in September, despite widespread objections to the speed with v% hieh it was instituted.
A few academie deparitnents took advantage of the change to reconsider the
composition of courses, but most merely
divided the present course content into
three parts as the new catolog shows.
The Academic Senate’s Select Committee on Education and the Honor Student Society together are currently attempting to influence the quarter system
by asking for student reaction to the
quarter system catalog.
They are asking students to read the
catalog and then fill out questionnaires
on their reactions to the proposed courses.
We are happy to see students con stilted on their nun education. llowever,
it is sad hut troy that no changes will be
made unless the faculty takes the initia-

tive.
The most students can do is to decide
where they think changes ought to he
made and then urge the factilty to act.
Certainly. many of the courses transformed from the semester to the quarter
system are inadequately structured. Unfortunately. students will not know how
good tile cow’s*. are until Ilit.s take them.
Therefore, although we hope the tac-

ulty pays attention to the student questithi
noires, we urge it to continue to reconside
the courses it has planned for the cotnit
year.
Daily Californian
.4
University of Califorsii
Nov. 23, 1965
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Placement Center
Of fers Free Book

Job Interviews
All intemiewe are held in the
Placement

center,

ADM234. Ap-

Career 1966, a free book dealing
with information on career plan-

taken

ning for those graduating in Janu-

%len:, January grade are urged

ary and next June is now available

to elgn tip are goon

at the Placement Center ADM234,

the Placement Center.

pointment eigninei are non being
for all December biterpfoielible

according to Mrs. Mary Schaaf,
business and industrial placement

TODAY

supervisor.

BURROUGHS ’WELLCOME &
COMPANY. USA INCORPORATED: pharmacy majors or equivalent in the biological or chemical
sciences is preferred; business
with science background is highly
desired, for positions as a medical
representative. Military must be
completed. Area of work is San
Francisco.

Information on preparation or
resumes

and

a

conducting

job

campaign us well as specific data
ca opportunities available in various occupations and industries is
included in Career 1966.
The book also delves into such
questions SIC sepcialization versus
general experience and major corporation twining programs versus
on-the-job training with a small

Phoro by

business.

ANXIETY AND GUILT
Dr. Rollo May, psychoanalyst, told an overflowing crowd in Concert
Hall Thursday, "Modern man is afraid to be
alone." The noted psychoanalyst, brought to

Mrs. Schaaf also noted that Career 1966 helps to answer questions
regarding military obligations.
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le Don’t Aant No Scrounp
Muthas in Our Town’
.rous unique experiences of a
who rolled -the-rails as a vaga-

the

San Jose State student
iiiii er
bond during his

vacation.

Just ono of the many features in

SPARTA LIFE
On Sale

Science, Creativity Related
rays Noted Psychoanalyst

(IF

For 119 years, Connecticut
Mutual Life has paid dividends to its policy holders.
And CML dividends are
among the highest in the industry. This means you pay a
low net cost for CML’s Blue
Chip protection.
So when you think insurance,
think Connecticut Mutual,
the "Blue Chip" Company
vs !Ili low net cost.

Fred Fernandez SJS ’59
Wayne Christensen SCU ’63
Bernard Clinton SJS ’59
Terry Florian SCU ’63
Robert Quiel SJS ’59

Robert T. Heckley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda,

Suite

311

294-5660

SCREEN SCENES
SARATOGA
14502 Big Basin Way

STUDIO

8674026 396 South First

THE TRAIN
WHAT’S NEW PUSSYCAT?

CINCINNATI KID
A RAGE TO LIVE

G AY
TOWNE

ODE TO MOVIE
PT. VII
Sitting and whiling in the show.
Happy. eonten led and taking it shoo .
11-11) I"S and rush and start a
Let’s sta to a movie and relax tonight .’

CINEMA

297-8000 552 s.

I L33 The Alameda

2811-6778

Student Discount

294-5544
400 South First
STORY OF EIGHT GIRLS
MANON

’!95-7’!:t%

0111

’BRILLIANT. HILARIOUS?’
-N Y Journal Amancan
JOSEPH E LEVINE
Faso.

176 T I

MASTROIANNI

"Gs!
- _arid
how to
One,

CaSall0111

I

THE GREEN EYES

Thursday.
Dr. May, sponsored by the Associated Students as part of the
Forum Series of Fall Lectures, said
that we would not have scientific
discoveries except for spontaneous
flashes from the unconscious.

U.S. NAVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER: electrical engineering and physics majors for positions as electronic engineers and
physicists. U.S. citizenship required. Area of work is Sun Diego,
California; Orlando, Florida.
TOMORROW’
W.A.C.’s: Recruiting for women
commissioned officers in front of
bookstore or by appointment in
Placement Center ADM234.

BANK OF AMERICA: major
opening for branch banking and
international banking; math, accounting for electronic data processing for positions in managetion to the thoughts of the conment training program in branch
scious.
and international banking. PermaThe conscious, particularly after nent visa required. Area of work
concentrated efforts, serves to trig- is the state of California.
ger unconscious reactions, and
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMthese reactions usually embody
PANY, ATOMIC ENERGY DIuncertainties opposed by the conVISION: mechanical engineering,
scious."
chemical engineering industrial enDr. May also noted that these
gineering, chemistry, math and
flashes of unconscious were folphysics majors fqr positions in relowed by feelings of guilt and
search and development and operarociety because "the breakthrough
ation of experimental atomic powjars the self-world relationship of
ered reactors. U.S. citizenship rethe individual.
quired. Male or female. Area of
There is no way of avoiding the work is Idaho Falls, Idaho.
deepening of human insight and
AETNA CASUALTY AND SURhuman truth that these breakETY COMPANY: liberal arts and
throughs will firing."
other majors for positions as
claims adjuster trainee, underwriter trainee and field (sales)
representative. All positions are
salaried jobs. U.S. citizenship required. Male only.

his own case, Dr. May said
that he was able to formulate a
new theory of anxiety following
a burst from the unconscious.
He said the idea hit him as he
was relaxing, following futile efforts to make the old theory of
anxiety work in a case involving
unwed mothers.
According to exerpts from
Henri Poincare’s autobiography,
the mathmetician was able to see
that Fucha.sian functions are idenTwelve authorities on traffic
tical with those of non-Euclidean education and enforcement have
geometry, after he was stuck with
been named to form an Advisory
an unconscious flash while boardCommittee for SJS’ $55,000 driver
ing a bus.
improvement project, the Uniform
’BREAKTHROUGHS’
Driver Improvement School Study.
The psychoanalyst said that
All the committee members have
these were unconscious breaktechnical or legal experience in
throughs only follow periods of
traffic study. They will join the
concentrated conscious thought,
project directors in formulating
and that they were often in opposianswers to California’s problems
of negligent drivers and growing
traffic fatalities.
The 5-month -old study is now
devising a curriculum for traffic
violators referred to special schools
by the state’s traffic courts. The
course is directed toward repeat
offenders of traffic laws, in an
effort to reduce violations and
accidents.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI)
Director of the project is Dr.
A student newspaper series of Marland K. Strasser, professor of
anonymous interviews about cam- driver and safety education. Assopus sex life at the University of ciate director Is Melvin T. SchroeWisconsin has drawn fire from a der, on leave from his post as
supervisor of driver instruction in
Republican state legislator.
the Los Angeles city schools.
Assemblyman Nile W. Soik, who
represents the exclusive Milwaukee
suburb of Whitefish Bay, said he
had not read the articles but believed the weekly University of
SJS’ annual Freshman Camp
Wiscon-Milwaukee Post should be was examined in a recent article
denied state funds because of them. in the California Slate Colleges’
Miss Patricia Strehlow, editor of publication, "Review," distributed
the newspaper, distiibuted free to monthly by the Chancellor’s office.
students on the Milwaukee campus,
The article described the scope
said the sexual mores of students of subjects discussed at the annual
were an important and legitimate event and reviewed the camp’s
topic of newspaper discussion..
history

Group To Assist
Driver Improvement
Project at SJS

State Legislator
Attacks Student
Newspaper Series

Freshman Camp

LET’S TALK ABOUT SVOSIEN

WEDNESDAY
CAMPFIRE GULLS,

Interviews are scheduled
tees of the SJS Academic
Clark
officer,

Heinrich,

ASB

Counseling Center
Slates LSD Talk

INCORPO"LSD and the Myth of Mental
RATED: education, recreation, liberal arts, sociokagy and home eco- Illness" will be examined in a
nomics majors for positions as field lecture tonight at 7 in TH55 by
director, district director, executive director, Female only. Area
of work is U.S.
THE R. T. FRENCH COMPANY: liberal arts and business majors for sales management and
marketing traineesinitial assignment retail sales representation.
Male only. Area of work is San
Francisco-Los Angeles.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION: (See above for information)
THRIFTY DRUG STORES CORPORATION, .. INCORPORATED:
open to all majors for positions as
management trainees to lead retail
management and supervision. Male
only. Area of work is California.
HUNT FOOD AND INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED: business administration, liberal arts,
marketing and economic majors
for positions as sales management
trainee. Male only. Area of work
is California (ultimately all parts
of U.S.).
BEST FOODS, DIVISION OF
CORN PRODUCTS: open to all
majors for positions in retail food
sales Male only. Area of work is
the San Francisco Bay Area.

Dr. Jack Shelton, a Stanford Hospital psychiatrist.
The lecture is sponsored hy the
SJS Counseling Center.
Dr. Shelton is a resarch psyat the Psychophaemuculogy Unit of the Vete) ans Administration hospital in Palo Alto. He is
an authority on the drug LSD.

chiatrist

The free talk is open
public

to the

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student

Rates

OF

Rent To Own

tiusiNaSS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

I 70

outh

econd

Phor - 286-2610

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

TO CHiCAGO & NEW YORK: Deport Dec. 17

New York
Chicago

Return Jan. 2

Round Trip $175
Round Trip $140

(All Fares Include Tax)
For Reservations & Information Call

HE 1-7515
CHARTER FLIGHTS
1112 Market Street
San Francisco. California 94102
Please mail me full information on flight to:
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

Check the Action . . .
Do Some Research
There’sSomething‘Brewing’
al Ilic

College Bowl

today

for three vacancies on subcommit-

on
M4 mday Nights

Council,

personnel

announced.

Beer

Student members chosen will
join faculty and administration
counterparts on these committees.

Mug 20c

One student member is needed
for the Library Committee. Interviews begin at 2:30 p.m. in the
College Union.
The Research Committee will
select one graduate student member through interviews set for
2:40.

Corner of 8th & Santa

itsimmininiumummumovim
E-

Interivews

scheduled for 2:50
will select one rnember for the
Loan and Scholarship Committee.
Interviews foi one member for
the ASB Recognitian Committee,
scheduled tomorrow at 2:30 p.m.,
have been canceled.

3

-742

P.E. Advisement
Today through Dec. 10 is preadvisement week for P.E, majors.
All majors must see their advisors
this week for proper advisement.

The Pacific Telephone Company needs qualified senior women to work
full time during the Christmas holidays in the San Jose Accounting Office.
Must graduate in June, 1966.
Major in Business or Social Science
December 20-31 (2 weeks)
$84.50 per week.

AaSSIASSYPICroara oat.... .0)10r

illECOMMINOCO FOR ABUTS ONLY1

l’.S. citizenship reMule or fenude. Area of
work is I .0$ Angeles.

’Student Interviews
Scheduled Today
For Committees

Attention Senior II ’omen! ! !
*4, CHRISTMAS EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM
QUALIFICATIONS

..
quired.

ITT GILFILLAN INCORPORATED: electrical engineering and
mechanical engineering majors for
positions in electrical and mechani-

A meeting will he held in the Education Bldg.. room 100 on Dec. 8 at 3:30 for
all senior women inlereeteri. Please refer any questions to Mrs. Keller, Placentent Bureau, Ext. 2034.

I am Arms waxamiNaarea ANISOIMI

A WOOOFALLFILAI

capacity, audience in Concert Hall

WORK PERIOD
SALARY

BEIT
CANNES
fall

MIA TUSIIINGIVIRI

New York psychoanalyst, told a

In

’BLUE CHIP’ DIVIDENDS

The ’Bine Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

tivity that comes from the unconscious," Dr. Rollo May, noted

NEW THEORY

I 1111I 1 1 1 i

Connecticut
Mutual Life

"Science depends on pure crea-

ednesday

750
3 issue subscription-51.75

Paul Sequerro

SJS by the ASB Lecture Committee, is a widely
published author and was an organizer of the
Viet Nam protest march on Washington.

By JOHN JACKSON

An account of
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Cosmic Glue
Mysterious forces hold the planets in orbit and charged particles
within the nucleus. The more deeply the secrets of the cosmos are
probed, the more rimming become those strange interplays between
energy and matter which give rise tc the ntire visible univerm No
mere static world originating by chance, the whole show is planned
xnd ordered, and dynamically sustained by the force and power of a
living God.
"In many separate revelationseach of which set forth a portion
of the truthend in different ways God spoke to our forefathers in
and by the prophets. But in the last of them days he has spoken to
us in the Person of Son, whom he appointed heir and lawful Owner
of all things, also by and through whom he crealed the worlds and
the reaches of space and the ages of timethat is, he made, produced, built, operated and arranged them in order. Jesus Christ is
the sole expression of the Glory of Godthe Light-Ile,ng, the out raying of the divineand he is the perfect imprint and very image
of God’s nature, upholding and maintaining and guiding and prOpalling the universe by his mighty word of power. When he had by
offering hirntelf accomplished our cleansing of sins and riddance of
guilt, he sat down at the right hand of the divine Majesty on high.’
(Hebrews I:1-3)
It is net surpritieg to leers that the Bible speaks about and understands the f
f the atom and the sustranonce of the universe.
In fact (he New Testament speaks Aged about a day when the nuclear fire: latent in the matter all around us will be unloosel: "The
Lord is not slow about His promise af some count slceness, Inif is
forebearing toward you, not wishing that any should perish but that
all should reach repentance. But the Del, of the Lord will come like
thief, Icl than the Is
will pass away with
loud noise, and
the elements will be unloosed with fire, and the eailh and the works
that are upon it will be burned up." (2 Prater 3:9-10)
Nothieg it mote releeant in our atomic age than your personal
reletionship with the God of the *tom, the Lord Jesus Christ, whose
vital energies sustain the cosmos.
Received by faith and known to millions, He is a personal God
who meets end
men en an individual basis, as He has always
done. Why not find out foday7 Why be left out7

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto
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Spartacamp Interviews

Counselors Sought
Signup sheets are available today until 230 p.m. in booths in
front of Spartan Bookstore and
on Seventh Street, for intemiews
tomorrow through Friday for
Spartacamp counselors, Bob Pitcher Spartacamp director, announced.
The interviews will be conducted
by members of the Spartacamp
Committee, Pitcher said.
Applicants for Ore post must
have a 2.0 grade point average.
No previous experience or attendance at Spartacamp is required.
The next Spartacarnp will be
held in March, 1966.
The annual "think weekend" at
A.silomar will be celebrating its
13th anniversary when it convenes.
The retreat of f e rs students a
chance to discuss contemportary

issues and problems in an atmosphere removed from the usual social turd academic pressure of campus life.
Counselors for the event will
lead discuss-10ms on subject such
as religion, politics, education, sex
and morals. They will also help
supervise various extra-curricular
activities.
ALso planned for the annual
event are speeches by SJS professors on subjects of contemporary
interest
When originally founded in 195.3,
the camp had an enrollment of
about 60 people. Last semester,
close to 250 people attended the
event when it was held in March.
Pitcher urged all interested students to sign up for the interviews
immediately.

Plans Under Way
On Student Unions
student Unions are being pLanned for eight of the 18 California
State College campuses.
SJS and San Diego are leading
in union planning, with construction fast approaching.
Chico, Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo, Fresno and Cal State at
Long Beach are in advance stages
of planning for their unions.
Cal State at Los Angeles, San
Fernando Valley and Sonoma colleges are just beginning to plan
future student unions.
No state construction funds are
involved in any of the building
projects.
JACK WEBB SIGNS
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Jack
Webb ha.s signed with Universal
Studios as producer, director and
to star in both mmies and televisionwith a possibility to revtunp
his old "Dragnet" series.

owLy7 AtooE
0^ rs evra_ rtie
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Nine SJS Volunteers Tutor
Local Minority Group Students
By BOB COMPTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
This is a time when protests of
some sort are common.
After the protests there are
counter-protests protesting the
protests. These howls and yells infrequently accomplish anything
constructive except possibly to establish or prove a principle, whitir
probably has be e n established
countless times previously.
Fighting for principles isn’t to
be condemned, for this is a byword
of democracy. However, as a
change is it possible to put some of
these principies to constructive
use?
The Student -Faculty Human Re-

’TRANSFERRED IDEALISM’
In direct response to Governor
Brown’s statement (Spartan Daily
Sept. 20, 1965). "I sincerely hope
that some of our young peoples’
idealism might be transferred from
the sit-in to a new kind of teach -in
teething our minority groups in
California how to utilize their
rights," the committee has put
these vvords to action.
The committee is working with
the Mexican -American Community
Services Pioject and Martin Ttic-

Job Corps Eyes Vacancy
In Approved Living Areas
The Job Corps is eyeing the
possibility that campus-area apartments and rooming houses could be
used as dormitories for its corpsmen.
Santa Clara County Executive
Howard Campen said the vacancy
situation among approved housing
units in the campus area is "critical" following SJS’s liberalization
ofthe student housing rules.
He suggested that these apartments and rooms vacated by students for unapproved housing could
be used as dormitories if enough
owners were interested and could
qualify.
If enough ovmers enter the program they can pool their facilities

Students To Visit

Spartan Vat

lations Commission and the Mexice"-Arecricrin Community Services
Pi 6j:et think they have a plan to
put their principles to work.

Fifty students from Gilroy High
School will tour the SJS campus
today, as guests of the ASB.
Special programs and displays
are planned for the group in the
Art, Music and Drtuna Departments. A special display of automotive parts will highlight a tour
of the Division of Engineering.
The tour begins at 9 a.m. and
ends at 2 p.m.

into a federal Job Corps program,
Campen told the Board of Supervisors.
The county Economic Opportunity Commission will study the idea,
Campen said.
Mrs. Virginia Wyckoff, operator
of Marian Hall, 443 S. llth St.,
and other approved housing owners, last week asked supervisors
about using their vacant facilities
for housing the aged, mentally ill,
and welfare recipients.
Campen said the county can license welfare recipients and similar’ housing for up to 15 persons,
but more than 15 requires state
approval.
Mrs. Wyckoff said she could not
afford to hou.se fewer than 15 persons because her house originally
was built for 52 residents.
The college housing office stated
that the more liberal housing policy was not the sole reason for the
high vacancy rate around the campus. A housing spokesman said
that more married students, fewer
freshmen and sophomores and more
graduate students have also cut
down approved rentals.
The present approved housing
policy allows students to live
where they wish with their parents’ permission.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetetts.E!
Scooting
Along on a
Skateboard
Is Fun,

’Toys for Tots’
To Swing Today

Women:
After four years of
college, why settle
for just a job?
Pacific Telephone can offer you a career:
A wide variety of interesting work including supervision, computer programming, statistical and
engineering opportunities.
Opportunities to start at

management level.

On-the-job training and many opportunities for
growth and advancement.

Our Recruiter will be on
campus soon. Why not talk
to her? You may learn a lot you
never knew about career opportunities at Pacific Telephone.
Interviewing: Thursday,
December 9, 1965

Pacific Telephone
Ati EQUAL UPPOit I WALIY LMPLOYLR

Sigma Nu Fraternity’s marathon
"Toys for Tots" Swingathon begins
this morning at 10.
"Swingathon" is an annual event
which Sigma Nu sponsors for the
United States Marines Corps.
Members from Sigma Nu and
A:pha Chi Omega sorority will be
swinging as their symbol to collect
toys.
According to the brothers, toy
donations may be brought to 148
S. II th St., or called in to the man
on the swing (CY 8-1922).
Sigma Nu will be collecting toys
for the Marine Corps to give to
underprivileged children at Christmas.
Opening the program, which will
swing until Friday at 5 p.m., will
he S.1S Vice Pres. Dr. William J.
Dusel. Also included in today’s
opening ceremonies will he San
Jose Mayor Joseph Pace and several San Jose Council members,
plus Marine Color Guard and
Major J. C. Tiagor fmm the First
Air Delivery Co. Marines in San
Jose.
More activities will continue this
afternoon when the Cavaliers, a
mck ’n roll band, will entertain
from 3:30 to 5:30.
Meanwhile, the swinging will
continue as Sigma Nu and Alpha
Chi Omega somrity keep swinging
on the swing built in Sigma Nu’s
front yard.

Salami
Samlykieli

Spartaguide

TODAY
Humanists On Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
CH149, guest speaker, Richard Epstein, ASI3 graduate representaker, head academic counselor at tive will speak on "Conscientious
Overfelt High Sch(x)I in San JOtie, Objectors."
in tutoring high aptitude minority
group high school students on a TOMORROW
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., HE1,
college directed basis.
The group ha.s nine volunteers open meeting, guest speaker, topic:
tutoring but they hope to get as "Bill of Rights."
many as 50 to 60 more. They Intenustiorud Relations Club, 3:30
request that people interested in p.m, CI1162, regular busine.ss meettutoring contact Sandy Smethurst, ing.
Christian Science Organization,
commit tee president ( 292-3460 I,
or Donald Dietiker, English pro- 7:30 p.m. Alemorial Chapel, regular meeting.
fessor (Ext. 2510).
Scholar-in -Residence Committee,
PRIMARY PURPOSE
3 p.m., A222, regular meeting.
According to Miss Smethurst,
Collegians for Educational Rethe volunteers’ primary purpose sponsibility (CER), 7:30 p.m., CH
will be to introduce the high school 162, profs list and speakers series
students to college life by giving to be discussed.
them a college friend, who will
Department of Sociology astd
show them SJS. The volunteer also Anthropolgy, 3:30 p.m., TH55, dewill give them academic coun- partment of sociology presents
seling.
"Synanon," to the faculty and
"Most of these people’s lives are students of SJS.
restricted to their homes and
school. They have little idea of WEDNESDAY
() m e Economics Chapter, 7
how other people live," Miss
p.m., HI, Christma.s Party, games
Smethurst said.
"Each volunteer will tutor one group caroling, entertainmeM, gift
student approximately two hours exchange, nominations of new ofa week. He can use his own plan ficers for next two semestei’s and
in working with the student. There Christmas ba.sket donation.
Phrateres, 7 p.m., AWS lounge,
are a large number of these students anxious to be tutored," Miss joint executive meeting of Circle
K at 6:30 p.m. All board members
Smethurst continued.
are required to attend.
FEW ATTEND
Society for the Advancement of
According to her, there are only Management (SAM), 7 p.m., Ste.
two students from Overfelt at- Claire Hotel, guest speaker, nomitending SJS. This is a small num- nation.% for officers.
ber considering its nearness to
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE5,
SJS.
guest speaker, Edward A. Dionne,
Miss Smethurst noted two rea- associate professor of engineering
sons why so few of these students graphics will speak on "Cybernetare attending SJS. "These students ics. and Man."
haven’t ever been given a real incentive to go to college and they
also don’t think it’s financially
possible," she said .
Miss Smethurst noted that Overfelt, which is made up of about
60 per cent minority groups
(mostly Mexican and Negm), used
to think it took a superman to
attend college.
"However, many students have
potential to get into college. Many
have been convinced of this and
many more can be convinced,"
Miss Smethurst added.

But l’au Can’t
Coast thrmIgh Life
Id:mit Planned Security
See Your Universiiy Trust
Representati%e

University Trust
434 E. William, Suite 8
Son Jose 286-8165

PIZZA

HAVEN’S

* Weekly Specials *
MONDAYS

Any 8" pizza 60c
TUESDAYS
Spaghetti Night
side iirder of spaghetti and
two pieces of garlic brea(1--4.0e
Take advantage Id these mpecial.,
every Altazday and Tnexday.

Glass of
Beer

45c
GOLDEN STAR
DELICATESSEN
Corner 2nd & Santo Clara

Open daily at 11:30 a.m.
Corner of 19tli & William
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DENNIs STRAIWORD
There is yet another revolution on today’,
college campuses. only this is a spiritual one involving young adults in the Catholic Church.
The Newman Club, San Jose State’s Catholic
student organization. ha.s developed a new concept of religious organization for a college campus.
"The club idea has been dropped and we are now
operating under a system of small groups whose
interests vary from music to the St. Vincent DePaul charity society," explained Steve Culler,
president of the Newman Club, which has recently
changed its name to the Catholic Student Organization (CSOI. As the club stands now, every
San Jose State student is automatically a member; no dues are levied.
SPECIAL GROUPS
Culler went on to explain that CSO members
can choose activities from seven different groups:
IVfarian Visitors, through which students visit rest
homes for the aged; Speaker’s Forum, which has
a program of student speaking engagements; St.
Vincent DePaul, which is working aith charities;
CCD, which uses students as teachers of religion
to school children; Word of the Liturgy, which is
mainly concerned vvith analyzing the scriptures;
Liturgical Art, which not only studies but paints
religious art; Liturgical Music, which helps in preparing mttsic for masses; and Amigos Anonymous,
which trains students so they can teach Spanish

reading and writing in Nlexicu.
When questioned about the goals of CSO,
Father Laurent Latgente, college chaplain, explained that they vvere "the same goals of the
church; to proclaim the message of God to all
men, to make Christ relevant to the college commonly and to make the college community a
living witness to this."
The result in the student’s life added Father
Largente, is that is CSO vork helps to make him
"a more articulate, mature, responsible Christian,
it also will help him to become a more articulate,
mature, responsible citizen."
Culler conunented that the hopes goals would
be carried out "principally through El program of
education, in keeping with ac.ademic principles and
search for truth wherever it may be found."

Guitarist Aleman
Plays Tomorrow

Students To Vie for Finalist Spots
In Oral Interpretation Competition
Twenty-five contestants will
vie for six finalist positions in
the preliminary to the Dorothy
Kaucher Ora I Interpretation
Contest tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
in Studio Theater, Speech and
Drama Building.
Dr. Dorothy Hadley, professor
of drama, invites students and
the public to attend.

Three preliminary contest
judges have been selected. They
are, Alden Smith, a.ssociate professor in speech correction and
audiology; Mrs. Helen Hall, assistant professor of speech; and
Dr. Hugh Nelson, assistant professor of drama.
Timekeepers Jacqueline Riggs
and Lucille Hood, students in
beginning interpretation class,
will limit readings to three minutes.
Six finalists selected from tomorrow’s preliminary, will compete for the $50 prize Tuesday,
Dec. 14 at 4:30 p.m. In Studto
Theater.

Aettwe

Pepper Differs Not
NEW YORK (UPI) Is there
a difference in the flavor of
white and black pepper? The
American Spice Trade Association says"not much."
Special Group Classes
To the flavor-conscious perfor
son, black pepper has a much
College Students
more distinctive aroma, but
8 lessons $10.00
white pepper has approximately
the same runount of heat, acEvery Saturday
cording to a report in "Dietetnoon-2 p.m.
ics," journal of the American
4,
For further information, call
John McNally, 297-3734
Dietetic Association. Then why
two types? The experts said it
ARTHUR MURRAY
is mainly a matter of color
STUDIOS
Some people prefer the white
938 The Alameda. San Joss
pepper in pale foods, for example.
,e/f1
*Anle s$4054.54’Wet$10WWrInt‘ree I 54$4,0 $1140:01.v. I
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Crunpus chapel ne.o the SJS
Men’s Gymnasium was the scene
of a solemn pledge ccremunY
Thursday e v ening as Angel
Flight commander Karen Kubitz
welcomed 23 coeds who recently
were selected to join the ranks
of the college’s Air Force ROTC
auxiliary group.
Lt. Col. Vernon L. Head, chairman of the Aeronautics Studies
Department, and the 27 active
members of Angel Flight looked
011
;IS
Kubitz presented

Home Economics
Chapter Members
Meet Wednesday

QUALIFICATIONS
At present there are about 150 students active
in CSO, of about 5,000 Catholic students registered
at SJS. Being Catholic 18 not a requirement for
membership, however. Al t hough the National
Newman Club has not been changed, San Jose
State as well as a few other clubs around the
nation have reorganized.
Any student interested in finding out more
about CSO and the various groups is invited to
phone Steve Culler or Father Largente at 2951771, or visit the Newman Center, 79 So. Fifth
St

PAINTERS SCULPTORS
WOODCARVERS MUSICIANS

Flamenco guitarist Miguel
Aleman will present a recital
of flamenco and classical works
tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.
’ The concert, under the auspices of the "Survey of Music
Literature" class will include
classical selections by Richier,
Scarlatti, Bach and F. Sor.
Flamenco dances to be presented include Soleares, Tarantas, Alegrias, Farruca, Grand
Granadom Granadinas, and Zapateado.
Aleman, a native of Mexico
City, has presented concerts in
Central America, Mexico. Los
Angeles and Miami. He studied
guitar at the University of Mexico with Guillermo Flores Mendez and learned flamenco while
living in Mexico with the gypsies.
Aleman has been in the San
Jose area for two weeks while
visiting Robert Freimark, assistatit’proTessOrdf art. ’

Photo by Jame

At Concert Hall

Senior Coed To Present
French Horn Recital
Patricia aciara, first French
horn player in the SJS Symphony Orchestra, will present a
senior recital tomorrow at 1:30
p.m. in Concert Hall.
Miss O’Gara, attending SJS
on a music scholarship, is studying with William George, assistant professor of music.
Second horn player for the
Santa Clara Philharmonic Orchestra and third horn player
for the San Jose Symphony, Miss
O’Gara has been a member of
the San Diego Symphony. She
studied for a summer with Fred
Fox on a scholarship to Music

Academy ot the West m Santa
Barbara.
Priscilla Michael will accompany Miss O’Gara on harpsicord
and piano in presentation of Corelli’s Sonata in G Minor and
and Beethoven’s Sonata for Horn
and Piano, Op. 17.
Jack Ullom, violin; and Dile
Baird, piano, will play with Miss
O’Gara in Trio for Horn, Violin
and Piano, Op. 40 by Brahms.

" "

Members of the SJS Home
Economics Chapter will mix
business vdth fun at their meeting Wednesday, 7 p.m., HE1, to
put the finishing touches to
their fall semester activities.

pledge pins to the candidates
and welcomed each coed to the
organization.
NEW ANGELS
Those receiving pledge pins
include Lucy Belden, Cathy Bennett, Kathy Brann, Carolyn
Charleston. Carol Clark, Patricia
Collins, Nancy Folck, Marge
Frost, Carol Gilliland, Charlene
Gross and Jo-Ann Henry.
Also PfLrfl Kruzic, Patricia
Low, Leah Madrid, Colette Mahuny, Ann Mijanovich, Jeanne
Mitchell, Penny Moore, Tarla
Owens, Diane Plapp, Alexa Saunders, Jonnic Shell and Connie
W
I \ TRODITES COEDS
Aligel Flight’s executive officer, Sharon Stebbings, assisted
Miss Kubitz in the ceremony
and introduced the pledges to
those present.
The first "order" for the new
members of the coed Air Force
auxiliary will be to assist the
pledge class of Arnold Air Society with a mistletoe sale on
campus as part of a moneymaking mnject.

On the business agenda will
be the nomination and election
of new officers for the next
semester. A Christmas party will
follow a short business meeting.
Members have been asked to
bring mined goods or money
contributions as part of their
Christmas service project for
this year. The collection of food
and money donations will be
used to fill Christmas food baskets for needy families in the
area.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

"Work ol Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Art Cleaners

Furs Steal Show

One bay Service

The Fur Info’. m ;I t ion and
Fashion Cotmcil reports furs
stole the show in the Paris Collections. Dior lavishly collared
and cuffed suits with great
bands of fur; untrimmed coats
and suits invariably were filled
in at the neckline with little
boas of mink, sable and ermine.
Evening chiffons were trimmed
with fur. One sample: Channel’s
floating white chiffon, the hem
rippling with white mink.

398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

Hold your cool with Hamm’s

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts

COLOR SPLASH
Get ready for a great splash
of color in playwear- -all mixed
up in prints or boldly contrasted
ill solids. What’s out: skin-tight
pants. What’s in: relaxed pant
shapes, ranging from bell bottoms to the flowing pajama tYPe

$

A limited number of spaces
available

work, re:ume, character reference
LAW.Submit
Phone for appointment 293-5640
V

Bre coll

YOU’RE AN ANGEL Angel Flight
commander, Karen Kubitz,
(left), presents Collets Makony her pledge pin at the evening
ceremony held Thursday at the campus chapel. Miss Mahony
was among 23 coeds who were officially welcomed into the
auxiliary group of the Air Force ROTC at SJS. With the addition
of the 23 Angel Flight pledges, the total membership of the
group tallies 50 coeds.

This is a real opportunity for you to live in San Jose’s new,
dramatic FINE ARTS CENTER near San Jose State College,
The TRITON GALLERY, located at 516 Martha, San Jose.

164414V
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Angel Flight Commander
Welcomes New Pledges

Catholic Group Reorganizes

7ircle
nbers

nt of
Ste.
aomi-

’

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE

" "

Paris - San Francisco
July 29. 1966 or Aug. 3. 1966
For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges

We’re Specialists

IN ilk Alen
Our expert personal imaniction ran
guide you in developing a welbrounded.
handsome physique. Come in and see
our modern equipment and complete
weightroom facilities

French horn player, Patricia O’Gara, will
TO GIVE RECITAL
present her senior music rectial tomorrow, 1:30 p.m., in Concert
Hall. The SJS music student has been studying with William
George, assistant professor of music.

for information:
Office of Infernafional Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Fare: S225 one way

Victor James, Jr. presents

5

"AN EVENING with
ROLAND HAYES"
And Women!
Trim dosn the easy and comfortable
say to nut only look Aim and graceful
1,111 6,1 peppy too. Our facilities in
dude a son room, locker service and
steam bath.

Sunday, December I 2-4 p.m.
Scottish Rite Temple
Third and St. James
-Once in a long time there comes an at ’ who can so
immerse himself in music that his singing becomes an
exalted meditation . . .

Deems TaylorNEW YORK TIMES
-Roland Hayes, internationally acclaimed Liedersinger,
is marvelous. Within his stylistic assumptions he par
forms with a still astounding richness of vocal resource,

concentration and rhythm."

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
9th

Santa Clara
295.9910

is one of the
has chosen."
"He

Michael SteinbergTHE POSTON GLOBE
greatest living artists in the field he

LONDON TIMES
Reserved Tickets Available of

Sherman & Clay Box Office
89 So. First
293.6252

Sl

SO

No WInchster
248.6124

Get your order in for one or more of

these all -cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts
available in either long or short sleeves.
3 designs to choose from:
FTO: StatusSymbols. P.O. Box 9304, St. Paul, Minn. 55177
Sweat shirts
Sweat shirts
TShirts
short sleeve
Ion.,. I v
M
L
XL
M
L
XL
M L XL
_
_
A
--- __ _ _
--C
Please rush me
T-Shirt(s) I39e
:41741:4;
& design
Please rush me
Sweat Sin t(s) . $1.99 (Sis
sh ked ’bore)
I am enclosing ’ check t cash
money order
Name
Address

L__

State _

.

_ Zin

0 OAS Thee Hewn Browne Co . silents in SI P.I. Minn
S. Francisco. Los Angeles, Houston.
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Cagers at Stanford, Seek Third Victory
Hoopsters Coast to Victory
With 87-67 Rout of SFS

SJS Quintet’s First Big Test;
After Indians’ Scalp Tonight
I
Dally

t

’ter

Spartan basket bailers receive
their first big test of the young
season tonight viten they travel
to Palo Alto to meet the timbering Stanford Indians.

Lir s.s.ii,pritg fast for Ilr,ssir I WIinar’s crew, storing 11 points in a
76-73 season -opening victory over
Santa Clara last week.
However, by the end of the
season. a drizzling sophomore guard
may prove to be the class of the
Redmen.

Stanford officials sold all the
tickets to Stanford students and
No. 1 GUARD
fans. so there is no hope of SJS
Arthur Harris, who broke all
students viewing the contest.
Stanford scoring records with an
Preseason ratings give the In18.3 average last year, has moved
dians a chance to unseat UCLA’s
into the No. 1 guard slot. He redefending national champions for
sponded admirably in his first varthe AAWU crown.
sity encounte r, registering 22
Pacing the Indians is All -Ameri- points.
ca candidate Bob Bedell. The slenAnother soph, 5-11 Gary Petersder 6-612 forward topped all In- meyer started the first game for
dian scorers last season with a the Indkuis opposite Harris, but
16.2 average.
veteran Mike Preisler may be
ready to go tonight. He was sideKOSANKE RETURNS
lined with an injury.
Bulky ftay Kosanke. a 6-9 conThe Spartan.s will counter with
verted center, is the other Indian
their set starting line-up of S. T.
forward. He produeed 12 points a
Saffold and Pete Newell at forcontest to the Tribe cause last
campaign.
Rich Baker, a 6-8 center who
risishirtis1 1,1,) er,tsral. has been

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
iust present your staff or
ASB card
Movie & Still
Supplies
Cameras
Equipment
Projectors
developing printing
rentals repairs

Saffold Leading
Basketball Scorer;
Tops Rebounders
FOINViilli S. T.

leads the

ltkartais basketball team in scoring after the first two games with
33 points.
The 6-4 senior from Stockton
tallied 23 points in SJS’ first contest against the Alumni and hit
for 10 tallies Friday night in the
S’partans’ 87-67 victory over San
Francisco State.
Center Frank Tarrantts, who
scored 20 points against SFS, runs
a close second to Saffold in the
scoring column.
Saffold aLso is the team leader
in t &salads.

decided. SFS racked up 34 points
to the home club’s 39 during the
second 20 minutes.
S. T. Saffold pulled down the
most rebounds with 10 as SJS
controlled the boards, 46-27. Saffold was the Spartans’ third leadFriday night coach Stu Inman’s ing scorer with 10 behind Tarfive routed San Francisco State rantts and Newell, who racked up
87-67 in the Spartan Gym for their 18.
second victory’ of the season, alFREE SITBSTITUTION
though the first win la 102-70
Inman substituted freely
tromping of the Alumni) Is un- throughout the contest, constantly
official.
looking for reliable reserves.
By JEFF’ STOCKTON
Daily Sports Editor
Stanford had better prove an
opponent for the SJS basketball
team tonight because the last two
gbeeamnesrufnorawthueysSpartan cagers have

wai its, Frank Tarrantts at center
and Jack Gleason and John Keatiitxls.
ing at
111

ADVANTAGE

. est problem the SparThe
tans niu,t overcome tonight is a
definite height disadvantage. At
6-6, Tarrantts is the Spartans’
tallest starter, but is shorter than
all three of the Stanford front liners.
A big difference here could be
SJS reserve Clarence Denzer. The
6-9 center has been progressing
as fast as coach Stu Inman can
expect, since Denzer is a transfer
student and new to the system.

NSE FAST BREAK
Using a fast -break with center
Frank Tarrantts leading the way
and guard John Keating’s ball hawking, pestering the visitors, the
Spartans broke into a quick 21-6
lead before the Gators’ coach
Frank Verducci called a timeout
to slow down the onslaught.
At one point in the scoring
spurt, Tarrantts poured in six
straight points, four of them on
a steal and dash for an easy
layup.
The lanky 6-6 senior captured
scoring honors for the SJS hoopsters with 20 points, although
SFS’ flashy guard, Everett Adam.s,
was the game’s top scorer with
26 markers.

His height could be a definite
asset to the Spartans, but he must
adjust to the system before he
ean help.
PI’S11 AROI’ND
In the past, Tarrantts has done
remarkably well against tiller.
he weighs
stronger opponents
only 180 pounds). However, Baker
(215) and Kosanke 2351 should
be able to move Frank around
almost at will under the basket.
Denzer tips the scales at 212.
In the fitst two games this
year, Saffold, the Spartans’ top
scorer, has been breaking quickly
for scores’ often.
However, tonight he might be
forced to stay under the boards
at all times to keep the Indians
from getting second and third
shots at their own hoop.
Last year, Stanford also had a
definite height advantage, but the
Spartans didn’t let it hamper them.
Although defeated 61-59, the
Spartans grabbed as many rebounds as the Indians.
If the Spartans can again neutralize the Indians of the boards,
it could very well be the key to
victory tonight.

The preliminary frosh contest
was a record -breaking 105-53 triumph for the Spartans. Coach
Danny Glines’ Spartababes sent
61 points through the hoop in the
second half as the Gators were
never in the game.
Bill King paced SJS with 20
points, followed by Tim Holman’s
17

ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM

timeolleitpemin
essmakota seem

WS COMMANDS
SJS commanded the contest at
the half with a 49-33 wore. Minutes before the buzzer sounded to
end the first half, Pete Newell
tallied on a layin and a tip-in to
ijx)alitnttshe winners in front by 20

although
if
goes up, must come down
doesn’t appear that way in last week’s Varsity -Alumni basketball
game. Spartan S. T. Saffold seems to be standing on air as he
waits for the ball.

EVERYTHING that

Intramural Round-Up
WRESTLING ENTRIES
All entries for the intramural
wrestling tourney beginning
Wednesday must be submitted to
MG121 by 3:30 tomorrow afternoon, according to intramural
sports director Dan Unruh.
Weigh -ins will be hekl tomorrow
from 1 to 4 p.m.
BADMINTON FINALS

tain’s meeting will be held at that
time in MG201.
Unruh requests that anyone interested in officiating at the hoop
contests pick up an application at
the intramural office Wore the
Dec. 15 deadline.

Coaches Assigned
To Nympic Duties

Junji Nakamura a n d Mark
Burnbaugh clash for the all-college
badminton championship tonight nt
Spartan coaches Yosh Uchida.
7 in the PER gym.
Both competitors are undefeated Julie Menendez and Bud Winter
recently returned from various
I in tourney play.
Olympic-orientated meetings with
newly assigned duties.
CAGE TOURNEY
Menendez and Winter will serve
A pro-season tourney to deter- as consultants for boxing and track
1 mine the league placement of in- and field, respectively. to Gen.
tramural basketball teams will Jose de J. Clark, President of the
begin Jan. 6.
1968 Olympic Games Organization
Basketball team entries are due Commit tee.
Dec. 15 at 3:30 p.m. A team capUchida will have a say in the
formation of the U.S. judo team
SPIKERS INDOORS
for the Pan American Games. Judo
The SJS track team opens its won’t be included in the 1968
1966 indoor schedule on Jan. 8 at Olympics in Mexico City.
Menendez and Uchida are NCAA
the San Francisco Examiner Invitational.
representatives in soccer and judo
Coach Bud Winter also plans to on the U.S. Olympic committee.
send athletes to the Los Angeles,
Menendez is also on the commitSeattle, Golden Gate, L.A. Times tee that will set up procedure for
and Oregon invitational meets, and tie U.S. soccer representatives in
the International Meet of Cham- both the Pan American Games
1],, l!i(iS ()IvT11111,
pions in Winnepeg, Manitoli

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.

The Gators p/ayed the Spartans
on even terms in the second half
although the game was already

Between 3rd & 4th Sts.

Dry Cleaning Special!!
Men’s Top Coats
Dec.6 to Dec.11
Regular $1.93

SPECIAL
$105

Golden West
Dry Cleaners
anti

Shirt Laundry
In by 9 a.m. out by 5

p.m.

25 S. 3rd Street

292-1052

Undergraduate Study in EUROPE

Liberal Arts & Social Sciences

12000000000000606Ze
full integration in University of Freiburg, West Germany,
for juniors with minimum B average, 2 years of college
German

DICK LLOYD’S
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
because now youcan
complete Air Force ROTC in
just half the time!
Are you interested in starting a military career
while in collegebut afraid it will cut too deeply
into your schedule?
Well, here’s good news for you. Air Force
ROTC now offers a 2-year program. You can
start it any time you have 2 years of higher education remainingwhether on the undergraduate or graduate level.
Here’s another good thing about this program: you get a chance to "sample" Air Force
life before you sign up. During a special summer orientation session, you get to make up
your mind about the Air Force, and the Air
Force gets to make up its mind about you. Only

I7, ,1

Li

General curricula in Spanish on campus of University of
Madrid--for sophomores and juniors with at least Cplus
average, 2 years of college Spanish (or one in college,
2 in high school)

when both are satisfied are you finally enrolled
hi the program.
You’ll learn a lot in Air Force ROTC. The
curriculum has been completely revamped. The
accent is on aerospace research and development. But of course the classes are only the
beginning. The important thing is that you’ll be
taking the first big step toward a profession of
great responsibility, as a leader on America’s
Aerospace Team.
Find out more about the new Air Force
ROTC program. See the Professor of Aerospace Studies today!

United States Air Force

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIALISTS
Complete Repair on all Foreign Cars
15% Discount on Parts to
students and faculty with identification.
Free Transportation Back to Campus

1295-62021
607 AUZERAIS AT BIRD

.,310

SAN JOSE

Spring language program, plus liberal arts, social sciences
for students with B average or better: sophomores with
3 semesters, or juniors with 5 semesters, of college
French

WRIER
Spring semester at University of Vienna, for sophomores
and juniors with C plus average or better, one semester
of college German
Application deadline: Dec. 10, 1965
For full
onformabon.

wrde

The Institute

of European Studies

35 F. Wacker Drive, Box C
Chicago, Wino’s 60601

Monday, December G, 1965

No Spartan Winners
At NorCal Mat Meet
Spartan %% rest lers %%ere unable
to place first in any of the 11
varsity weight divisions at the
Northern California Championships in the SJS Men’s Gym Saturday, and failed in their bid for
a second straight team title.
Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo,
winner of three events, took first
with 82 points, while Fresno State
scored 69 for second.
The Spartans tallied 38 points
to place fifth in the 11 -team field.
Stanford 165) and Chico State
(43) also finished ahead of the
San Joseans.
Only five local grapplers managed to be among the top three in
their respective weight divisions,
and all suffered their sole defeats
at the hands of the eventual winners.
Ron Matheson and Gary Scardina took seconds in the 138 and
153-pound classifications, respectively, while Loren Miller (146),
Jim Bridger (1611 and Rich Popejoy (Heavyweight) earned thirds.

Walt Roberts

Weight Belt Helps
’Flea’ Make Pros

by beating Dean 11 est of Sae’ amento State 14-4, and Steve
Greene of Fresno 5-1. He found
himself pitted against defending
titleholder Al Siegal of Cal in the
last round, however, and lost by
a 9-2 count.
ScamUna deefated Jeff Patch of
Chico 6-2 and Marshall Ott of
Stanford 4-3, before bowing to
Fresno’s Mike Gallego 6-2 in the
finals.

THREE STRAIGHT
Bridger gained his third by winning a 5-1 decision from LeRoy
Evans of Humboldt in the consolation finals. He lost to champion
John Miller of Cal Poly in the
first round, but bounced back to
down Fresno’s Steve Krisiak 3-0
and Cal’s Rich Strangio 8-0.
Popejoy pinned Art Brown of
Chico in his opening match, but
lost to Fresno’s huge Dave Birbeck 6-0 in the second round. He
used a clever escape to edge Joe
Faria 1-0 for the No. 3 spot.
SJS freshman Rich Hamm garnered the novice 131 -pound championship for the Spartans’ only
MILLER UPSET
Miller, who won his division in first place of the day.
last year’s NorCal Championships,
was upset in the second round by
Brian Benson of Chico State by a
score of 17-5. He fought back to
The SJS rifle tearn edged the
pin Ron Critchley of Humboldt
State, however, and then won the University of Santa Clara 1,384LOREN MILLER failed to successfully defend his NorCal 146consolation championship with a 1,361 in its first match of the
season.
pound division wrestling crown Saturday, but did salvage third
6-0 decision.
Spartful marksman Ron Tamplace. Miller’s only loss was to eventual champion Brian Benson
Matheson, in his first year on
the SJS ottad. got into the finals bussi fired the high score of the
of Chico State.
contest with 290 points. Larry
Todd and Jack Richard hit 277
and 272 respectively, raising them1 selves to the rank of marksmen.
Wayne Tobler with 276 and
Tonight’s SJS-Stanford basketIt is the only varsity basketball
Duane Kiihne with 269 rounded
out the Spartans’ scoring. Bob ball game at Stanford highlights game of the week.
E. San Carlos
thy
week’s
sports
activity.
Le:.erton scored 266 in reserve.
More active are the Spartan

Rifle Team Wins

Spartan Sports Slate

Coin Operated I
Dry Cleaning
48,

freshman basketbalkqs, who play
a preliminary contest to the Stanford fray tonight and host the
College of San Mateo Friday night.

Spartan Daily Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

HELP WANTED (41

WANTED: Drafting table 30s40. Min, FEMALE: Sr. or grad to do typing for
tax consultant and erstwhile Republican
prof. type. 252.0486, eves.
candidate. 736-1566.
WANTED: Skin diving equip. Tape re- FREE ROOM & BOARD. Exchanged for
corder. Short wave radio. Call 295.7358 child supervision, light household duties.
’M-T.Th. Eves.
Prefer one who can tutor in French. SOB C.E. OR MATH 133 NOTES OR TUTOR toga. UN 7-1333. Eves.
GOT A NEW FORMULA: I need help
WANTED. Cash. Aft. 9 pm. 295.3971.
plus you wanta work equals lotsa money
MUSICIAN WANTED: Exp. R ’n R drum- for both of us. Part or full time. P. R.
mer, preferable w/vocal abil. for well work. Call 292-2044 for appt. Salary
known group. Rick 292-2352 aft 5 pm.
open. Male or femaie.
HOUSING

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
’65 Honda 250 scrambler, excell. cond.,
low mi. 531 Clifton. 292-5615. $500.
’AS Honda 90, blk, excel!. cond., like
new $250. 531 Clifton. 292-5615.
’57 CHEVY. 283. Stick. 2 dr. hdtop.
Phone 294.2927 aft. 6. Viguers.
’56 CHEV. Stick. 6 Exc. cond. $300. 2920696.
’62 MG MIDGET. R/H. $950. Mutt sell.
426 S. 7th. 293-1938.
’62 SPRITE. Exc. cond. (Army called)
Must sell! Good tires. 377-1709.
’63 MONZA CONY. White/w blk. tor,
Belts, 4 spd. 792-2183, 797-3800 ext. 26.
’63 VW CAMPER. De luxe. Very clean.
21.000 mi. Orig. owner. $1750. 298-7153.
FOR SALE (3)
BEAUT. ENGAGEMENT RING. Solitaire
diamond. 1/3 karat. Perfect. Clean. Bargain at $95 or make offer. 293-2279.
PEUGEOT. 10 speed. Make offer. Phone
298-7851.
HEAD COMP. GS. 210. Nevada &
Marker. Used one season. $120. 295.3919
aft. 6 p

151

MODERN PHO BDRM. APT. Elect. kitchen, pool. $110. 2895 Almaden Road.
Phone 266-6146.
LANE APT. Lg. new bdrm. for 3. See to
apprec. 439 S. 4th. 286-4442.
$70 MODERN BACH. APT. Clean, quiet.
Upper class male. 617 S. 9th. 298-0602.
PRIVATE ROOM. Separate entrance &
bath in home. Girl. $40. 292-1327.
2 BORM APT, modn. $120 1/2 blk SJS.
11/2 baths. Girls. 292-1327.
2 BDRM w/w cpts, drps, forn. All elec.
kit. I 1th & Reed. 248-9145.
$125 RENTS A 2 8ORM ONE BATH
HOME. Comple. furn. 81 will accom. 4
students. 440 Elizabeth St. 11/2 blks. from
SJS. Zulpo Realty 259-4230.
UPPER DIVISION FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED. Own bdrm. 423 S. 7th. 2986992.
CAMPBELL I master bdrm, twin beds.
Priv. bath. Kit. privil. Beaut. new immac.
home. No smoking or drinking. i person
$65, 2 $45 ea. Refs. 377.6230.
2 BORMS. Furn. Paneled Ivgrm. Reasonable. Mgr. 547 S. I Ith Apt. #I. 2865692.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. A.,: tte now. 251-1628.
BDRM APT. Furn. Rates
MODERN
lith. 293.3126.
ro,son. e’

4M10OnA

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CU1SSIFICATION

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75
.75

Run Ad
Starting Date

1.00

Print you ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

Announcements (1)
1:71 Automotive (2)
CI For Sale (3)
171 Help Wanted (4)
C Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
O Transportation (9)
Name _

52.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Address

Phone
(No of days) Enclose $
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BACH. APT. Across from SJS. $69.50. I
blk. to SJS. $89.50. 292-9400.
bdrrn.
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE UNAPPD. APT. Call Fran 286-1915.
$75. Large 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurn. Stove,
refrig., free dryer. 625 S. I Ith. 292-9711.
297-0484.
FURS. STUDIO. $70. One bcIrm. $85 &
$90 apt. 1/2 blk. SJS. 292-7852 or see 48
S. 4ih ap: z.‘’ 9,
Mo(LE STUDENTS. Room w/kit. privi.
, is furn. 655 S. 6th St.
Util.
.295-3066.
DNE GIRL ROOMY. Two bdrm. duplex.
Fireplace. Furn. 557 S. I I th. 297-8674.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furn. Fireplaces.
2 baths. Lg. closets. Sundeck. Color T.V.
& party room. Close to SJS. Now taking
spring reserve. 215 S. 12th. 295-4591 or
286-3292.
MALE STUDENTS. Sgl. $37.50. Share
$28. Kit. & lvgrm. priv. 167 E. St. John.
295-6869.
GIRL ROOMMATE TO SHARE ONE
BDRM APT. For spring sem. $50 mo. 295.
3962.
FEMALE GRAD OR FACULTY ROOMMATE WANTED. Lrg. apt. about $50 mo.
Call 298-7940 aft. 5 p.m.
SGL ROOMS. Males. $30. Kit. T.V.
Showers. 720 S. 3rd.
1 & 2 BDRMS. Furn. Dix. Pool. Close to
SJS. $120 & up. 295-8514, 295-5553.
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Share 1 bdrm.
Unaprd apt. $42.50. 295-4594.
WANT FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BORM.
APT.
,.f. Pat Chavez. 298-3221.
NOW 1 WK FREE. I bdrm. apts. 741
S. trth. 291$90.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Upp. div.
2 bdrm. $(ri
420 S. 4th. #I.
2-11-DRM FURN. APT. Quiet. Wash.
& dry,
546 S. 5th. 294.3810.
TRANQUIL MANOR. Girls boarding
1 ,
264-5981.
iEAUT. MODERN 2 BDRM. FURN. APT.
’ FI 295 1;h5
556
FEMALE STUDENTS: Room & board.
Unappd. house. 3 blks. SJS. Hi-fi. T.V.
rireplac’e. Italian cook. No contract. $80
mo. 286 4331.

In other sports action, the Spartan wrestlers will enter the Mare
Island Invitational Tournament
Friday and Saturday and the
Gymnasts play host to the San
Jose State Invitational Friday
night.

By ART SIMBURG
Former Daily Sports Editor
In a Cleveland Browns-San
Francisco 49er exhibition game
this summer, former SJS halfback
Walt Roberts, subbing for the injured Brown flanlcer Paul Warfield, caught four passes for 92
yards and one touchdown.
Roberts has been doing an outstanding job this season replacing
Warfield, and the Cleveland gridders have already cinched the
Eastern Division title of the National Football League with hvo
games still remaining.
Roberts, who finished third in
the NFL in kickoff returns last
season and has had several fine
returns during the 1965 grid year,
is the smallest player ill the league
at 5-10, 165 pounds.
Although Walt had confidence
in his ability when he first reported to the Brown’s rookie camp
last season, he was afraid the
coaches might take a quick look,
tell him he was too small, ard he
would be on his way home.
WEIGHT BELT
So Walt decided he must prevent
such a mishap. At the weigh-in,
he wore a weight belt, but shielded
it from view through use of a "T"
shirt which draped to his knees.
The belt added 10 pounds of
weight, thus the coaches didn’t
comment about his small stature.
"I actually look heavier than my
weight," Walt said, "but 165
pounds sounds awfully small. I
cannot assume that I would have
gotten cut if I hadn’t used the
belt, but I’m positive the trick
enabled me to get more than just
a casual look.
The belt was given to Walt by
his brother, Jimmy Roberts, who
was Arizona State broad jump
champion and "all-everything," according to Walt.
"The real athlete of the family,"
Walt said, "is my other brother,
IVOry. He has four little halfbacks.

however, and it sort of cramps his
style."
Roberts was affectionately referred to as "The Flea" last season, but one of his teammates, a

WAL T ROBERTS
. . . now with Cleveland

in his case, he’s got the skill to
go with it."
"The first few days at training
camp were rather rough," Walt
said. "I took a bus to the training
camp site, Hiram College in Ohio.
I was nervous the entire trip and
especially the day I arrived. It
didn’t help much when people assumed I was just visiting the camp.
"Several factors were responsible for my making the team. The
weight belt was one of them, but
Warfield was in the All -Star camp
so they had to throw ITC some
passes. Although I earned my reputation as a kickoff return man
last year," Walt continued, "few
people realize that in the first exhibition game of the season I
caught four passes for 147 yards
in four minutes. When Warfield
began to play regularly, I thought
my glory days at flanker would be
in the past forever.
"A pro football career is shalcy,
insecure, and unpredictable," Walt
said. "When one first comes to
crunp, he is given so many plays
and diagrams that he wonders if
he will ever come out alive. Now,
playing in my second year, however, I’m fortunate to be over the
roughest hurdle.

man by the narne of Jun Brown.
Drama Department
feels the nickname is misleading.
Presents
"When we think of Walt," Brown
said, ’’we don’t think of his weight
I consider him a great athlete and
am most impressed by the fact
that he is not afraid of contact.
Without a doubt, he will become
one of the outstanding names in
By Sholom Ansky
the league.
ROBERT’S SKILL
WEDNESDAY
"He could start at flanker for
THRU
many teams, and even if Warfield
hadn’t gotten hurt, we would firici
SATURDAY
a way to play Watt. I’ve met my
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
share of small players who had a
lot of heart, but, unfortunately, 3
College Theatre
it didn’t do them much good.
SJSC Students 75c
Roberts, however, has as much
Box Office Tel. 294-6414
heart as any plaXer ,.I know. but -11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117
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PERSONALS 171
U OM made contemporary wedding
rings. Geo. Larimore. 354-1273
WANT TO LOCATE STUDENT SELLING
’MAUI. GENTS NECKTIES. Call 2933088

SERVICES 18)
TYPING SERVICE - East San Joss.
258.4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
Carlos.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pico
electric. 243-63 I 3.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
accurate. reasonable rates. 259.4710.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis. book re.
ports. All work guaranteed. 259-5118.
FAST SERVICE GUARANTEED. Typing
-1F..0,
capers, letters,
(1
TYPING IN MY HOME. Hoer., depend.
294 1313.
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
Phone 294 3772. 9.6.
5 YRS. TYPING EXP. NNW type et low
price
’ aft. 6 prn. 286 0519.
TY-P1NG IN MY HOME. F.perionid.
1. 259.4710.
TRANSPORTATION

(4)

CI1ARIER ILIGIlf
EurJpe June ’tic,
Conial Bill. 266.1442.

Re-write the books!
There’s a change in curriculutn. Toronado’s in! Front svheel drive with 385-horse
Rocket V-8 takes boredom out of the course! No more cramming -with fiat doors, six passengers
are a snap! Toronado styling takes honors over anything else on the road! In fact ...
sample the style and action of any of the Toronado-inspired Rocket Action Oldsmobiles.
You’ll want to major in Olds ownership! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

OUT FROM’
.1&66
... in a RocketAction Cirri
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Make Christmas

h

Travel Reservations Now!

11

727

Fan Jets to

Los Angeles

SAN JOSE PAINT

FOR ART

a
R

SUPPLIES

112 S. 2nd Street at San Fernando
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513.50 pi. T.
"Super Electra" Jets to Los Angeles
$11.43 pr.,..i.
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Personalized
Christmas
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20% OFF
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Hurry in and make your 1018010,
YOUr name printed free
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1 Week Only
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b

707 FAN JETS
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AN JOSE PAMIT
’1I AND WALLPAPER DO.’

’1
II

SAN FRANCISCO/761-0818 T-] OAKLAND/835-255S
LOS ANGELES/776-0125
HOLLYWOOD-BURBANK/787-4750, 246-8437
SAN DIEGO/298-4611 Li OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
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Free Parking

I
We Have The

N
1

LOWEST
Gas Prices in San Jose

How can we mak. thk i,,to,,ent about our guarunified major brand gasolinf ?
1. We buy in volume lots at reduced

prices.

2. We have a 1cw overhead -low expense
operation.
3. We don’t go in for bright lights and
hoopla
just
fast service and low
prices.

4th & William
13th & Julian

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

k
%

Meredith V ikon’s

The Mune Man
Shirley Jones

Hobert Preston

Buddy Ilaekett
also

LI

q

GYPSY

PURITAN OIL CO.

Karl

Natalie Wood
Malden

h
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WEDNESDAY

REWIRE!
ems-lees

S
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STARTS

Rosalind Russell

k

4

s

c m srlItlineoJOStfS

This is no time to sleep!
.1-1"

Who’s

only 9 school days

k

until chrism.-

Depressed?
*

Now in paperback!

"The Sane
Society"

vacation!

../

950

by Erich Fromm
author of "Escape From
Freedom" and "The Art
of Loving..

Not the Man Who Wears Our Worry Bird Tie Tac

fi

This sad, dejected, forlorn little Worry Bird does all
your crying, grousing, breast-beating for you (or your
less manic friends). Wear him for luck, give him for
kicks, look at him for laughs. Free "Worry Bird" Club
membership card with every Worry Bird purchased.
Shown actual size. Price includes Fed. Tax.

cpartatt gookotoe

share

JEWELERS

275 S. let St.

295-0567

"Right on Campus"

GEE !
A 1.:FE[IAL
FOR islE.

%% all(

traveling

§

But

NO MATTER
HOW YOU
FIGURE IT,
IT’S
SILVA SERVICE

Imported Christmas
cards. A limited supply
of boxes 18-25. :,31 and up.

DECEMbEH I LI

1

gets fa

spadan ,Atity

Spartan

ENTRY BLANK

Sweepstakes

ENTRY BLANK

1 ST

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY

PRIZE

pHAL

For everything from a tankful of gasoline,
to a major overhaul, we give you our best
service.
Cash Value Stamps Given
All Credit Cords Honored

s 47,8h st. SILVA SERVICE 295-8968

On Tenth Across From The Men’s Dorm

727 FAN JETS

Late for Class?

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES
TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
ASB CARD NO.
ADVERTISER
TIE-BREAKER QUESTION:
Give the winner and the total score of
the Dec. 13 SJS vs. Novada backetbail
game.

134 E. San Fernando

4

...e40,...sesze

-ewe’

CAL BOOK

a rifle home .r sliident(s) -""to
expen,4- place a Spartan
Daily Classified now. Let ( ilassitieds put you
in a rider’s seat!
Open Mon. thru Fri. 10:30 a.m :3:30 p.m., itan. J-201;
If you

HUDSON’S

Here’s

How

You Enter This Week’s

Sweepstake

Contest

I. Study the Sweepstakes Rhyme. Then read the copy in each advertisement. Indicate in
the space on the entry blank the advertiser’s name you think is most closely related to the
rhyme.
2. Complete your entry blank by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB number. Answer the Tie-Breaker question on the entry blank.
3. Bring your entry to room J206 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. No entry will be accepted after
3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Do not mail your entry.
4. Watch for the announcement of winners in next week’s Spartan Daily. Do not call or come
fo the Spartan Daily office to find out the week’s winner. The winners will be notified.

We’ll Park It for You

Sweepstakes
Rhyme

TheDikins
0/11;1111"

with
this ad,
Wednesday,

Dec. 8 . . .

Medium Cheese Pizzas
Only 50
Open 4-12 daily,
until
2 a.m. weekends

Cugginos’ Pizza
862 North 13th

292-8119

Beneath them all every day
at any of four in San Jose

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. No Spartan Daily staff members
may enter.
3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct advertiser’s name, the contestant who comes closest to the tie-breaker question will be the winner. If the tiebreaker game is canceled a special run-off contest will be held.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
June 30, 1966.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or
deciding on disqualification for any reason of entrants.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of the judges’ decisions.

